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Abstract: A smart city incorporates infrastructure methods that are envi-
ronmentally responsible, such as smart communications, smart grids, smart
energy, and smart buildings. The city administration has prioritized the
use of cutting-edge technology and informatics as the primary strategy for
enhancing service quality, with energy resources taking precedence. To achieve
optimal energy management in the multidimensional system of a city tribe, it is
necessary not only to identify and study the vast majority of energy elements,
but also to define their implicit interdependencies. This is because optimal
energy management is required to reach this objective. The lighting index is
an essential consideration when evaluating the comfort indicators. In order
to realize the concept of a smart city, the primary objective of this research
is to create a system for managing and monitoring the lighting index. It is
possible to identify two distinct phases within the intelligent system. Once data
collection concludes, the monitoring system will be activated. In the second
step, the operation of the control system is analyzed and its effect on the
performance of the numerical model is determined. This evaluation is based
on the proposed methodology. The optimized results were deemed satisfactory
because they maintained the brightness index value (79%) while consuming
less energy. The intelligent implementation system generated satisfactory
outcomes, which were observed 1.75 times on average.
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1 Introduction

One of the most important issues in the development of smart cities is the improvement and
efficient use of energy resources. As a result, the development of energy-independent cities has long
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been regarded as a goal in sustainable development [1–3]. To achieve optimal energy management in a
complex system such as a smart city, not only must the majority of energy elements be identified and
studied, but their implicit interdependence must also be defined. Furthermore, extensive modeling is
required to validate today’s sophisticated and cutting-edge systems [4–7]. Energy storage, intelligent
energy management, and the utilization of internal resources that can be converted into renewable
energy sources are all required today to address energy security issues [8,9].

In the case of an intelligent structure, energy management necessitates a systematic and ongoing
effort to increase the building’s energy efficiency [10,11]. In the proposed smart city research, prioritize
the examination of the capabilities, existing barriers, and fundamental criteria for achieving a smart
city, as well as the degree of compliance of buildings with the smart city concept [12–14]. In this regard,
the main building blocks (structures) for a city to become a smart city will be the gradual advancement
of technology [15], as well as paving the way for optimizing energy consumption and management.
When implementing and managing smart cities, numerous factors must be carefully considered [16].
Calvillo et al. [17] investigated all aspects of energy in the smart city and its communications, and they
present a number of existing models and simulation tools. Energy-efficient buildings with improved
applications, control systems, and demand-based designs, according to the study’s findings, will play
an important role in future smart cities [17,18]. In another study, Petritoli et al. [19] used usable energy
storage as consumption data for the smart street test system. In this study, the energy consumption
of the lighting system is compared to that of a predefined simulated system. As a result, the lighting
system can be tailored to the current weekly average traffic volume. Clearly, no exhaustive practical
examination in this field has taken place. Intelligent transportation research has also been conducted
[20–22]. Vázquez-Canteli et al. [23] investigated energy consumption reduction and optimization by
combining a numerical model for city energy consumption simulation and a numerical model for
developing advanced machine learning algorithms. This method is used to develop learning control
algorithms, and their capacity and capability can be measured across cities, laying the groundwork for
intelligent energy management. An automatic monitoring system, consumption control, manufactur-
ing, and optimal adjustment of comfort indicators (light, temperature, humidity, and smoke) were used
in this study [24]. The development of a smart city not only promotes technology and knowledge, but
also provides the infrastructure for optimal energy consumption and management [25]. Smart cities,
and particularly smart energy, provide a platform for monitoring and control, as well as general energy
management, to be more transparently available to officials and consumers. Energy production and
supply can be managed by accurately measuring these needs when the indicators of residents’ living
comfort and real needs are clearly identified and based on intelligent and modern mechanisms [26].
This not only reduces energy consumption, but also serves as a smart city and building automation
mechanism.

The novel aspect of this research is the implementation of a monitoring system, which begins
with an analysis of requirements in the field of lighting index and is followed by the utilization of
the intelligent control system to achieve a consumption pattern that is relatively close to the optimal
consumption pattern. This results in a reduction in the overall energy consumption of the building, in
addition to maintaining the desired brightness index.

2 Materials and Methods

This section describes the feasibility and implementation steps of the intelligent system of building
lighting hardware and numerical model. The study and operational stages of this project include the
following subsections (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: Schematic of the executive stages of research

2.1 Cognition

The cognition phase generally includes the following:

• Investigation and analysis of the conditions of the building in terms of geographical location
• Examining the existing obstacles to the technical implementation of the plan.

2.2 Monitoring and Control

In general, the monitoring and control phase consists of a Needs assessment that takes into
account the significance of adjusting the brightness index at specific points and times, the collection of
quantitative data and the measurement of the current power consumption pattern in the monitoring
phase, and the implementation of hardware and numerical model equipment to control the brightness
index and optimally adjust the power consumption according to the desired brightness.

In this section, the operational strategy is laid out, excluding concerns about its feasibility and the
obstacles that stand in the way of its full implementation. The ultimate goal of this section is to provide
a numerical model that can optimize, monitor, and manage energy usage with a particular emphasis
on the brightness index once the system has been fully implemented. Electric current sensor, motion
sensor (to monitor traffic), and light sensor are all examples of sensors that make up the intelligent
mechanism. To accomplish this, the hardware component (central electronic board) is used to establish
a connection between the sensors of the intelligent mechanism. Detailed descriptions of the anticipated
monitoring and control systems are provided below:

2.2.1 Monitoring System

In a timely monitoring system, the monitoring operation is performed according to the received
inputs in three categories. As shown in Fig. 2, the three input categories are desirable variables,
consumption, and environmental factors.

2.2.2 Control System

The timely control system executes the control operation based on the timely monitoring system’s
received inputs. (Fig. 3). This is done as a result of a discernible influence from the surrounding
environment. In point of fact, this is done after assessing and collecting demographic data, in addition
to determining the value of various building sections, as was described in the section on monitoring. By
modulating the brightness index in this way, the control action helps to maximize efficiency in terms
of energy consumption. It is prevented from being lost in the less significant portions of the building as
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a result of the sensitive regulation of environmental conditions in the important parts of the building
and the concentration of energy consumption in those regions [27,28].
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Figure 2: Configuration of the monitoring section for intelligent management system

Figure 3: Configuration of the controlling section for intelligent management system

The control operation is attempted to be performed in a closed cycle. This implies that the control
of variables is initially determined by the number of desirable variables. The monitored system then
alternately measures the controlled parameters; if there is a difference, the control system will attempt
to correct it again. Regarding the control mechanism of each environmental component, it should
be noted that this operation must be carried out in accordance with the mechanism employed in the
lighting equipment, which is stated individually:

2.2.3 Control Algorithm

The general control algorithm used in this system is configured in such a way that the desired
values of the brightness factor are fixed values, and the measured values are entered into the controlled.
Then the amount of environmental factors (brightness and traffic) are measured again, compared in
the control section, and if there is a difference, the control is performed on the amount of light. This
is repeated intermittently and at regular intervals (tR ≈ 10 s) [29]. Thus, the values are controlled based
on the desired values.

It is worth noting that, as mentioned earlier, control is not done directly on consumption, but
indirectly, based on the desired amount of brightness and the importance of different points (travel
rates). For example, to adjust the light in a room if the rate of travel in that room during the day is 0,
the control action regardless of the desired amount of light (or by considering a reduction factor in
the desired amount), the amount of power consumption reduces the number of light sources or their
current consumption, unless the room is manually defined as a critical point for security reasons [30].
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It is important to note that the proposed algorithm (Fig. 4) uses the desired periodicity to replicate
the control algorithm. This is something that should be kept in mind. This indicates that the newly
presented algorithm is carried over into each iteration of the repeated cycle range that is denoted by
a dashed line. It is also important to note that simultaneous measurements are being taken of the
environmental factors, and that the parameters used in this algorithm actually represent the current
value of the parameter that is being sought after. The brightness control function is designed to
adjust the light between the minimum (Imin) and maximum (Imax) light intensities. In this algorithm
the following situations are possible. First of all The variable of the status or command of the lighting
system is 0 (S = 0). This means that the lighting adjustment system must be off, so the command to
turn off the lighting system is sent.

Figure 4: The algorithm for control that is utilized in the intelligent system and is repeated at each and
every time interval

In addition the variable of the status or command of the lighting system is 1 (S = 1). This means
that the brightness adjustment system must be active. Therefore, the lighting system works as follows:

Adjust the light intensity (I) relative to the minimum light intensity (I < Imin).

In this situation, two situations are possible:

– The number of light sources (lamps) NL is less than the total number of light sources (N).

In this situation, a bright light source is added to increase the light intensity, and if the light
intensity still does not reach the desired level, in the next repetition of the cycle, another light source
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is lit. This continues until the light intensity reaches the desired level. It is worth noting that if the
lighting system has variable brightness adjustment equipment, the control action is applied to their
voltage instead of the number of light sources. Since this requires modification and equipping of the
currently used facilities, it is costly and the number-based algorithm is mentioned as the proposed
algorithm [31].

– The number of light sources (nL) is equal to the total number of light sources (n).

Since in this situation no other light source can be turned on (no other off light source is available)
no special operation is performed and the algorithm continues to run. It should be noted, however,
that this does not usually happen, because the light intensity must at least usually be determined to
the extent that it can be met by the number of light sources available [32].

Adjusting the light intensity (I) to the maximum light intensity (I > Imax)

In this case the following situations are possible:

– The number of light sources (nL) is more than 0.

The intensity of the light is decreased by cycling one of the light sources on and off. If the intensity
of the light does not drop to the level that is desired, the cycle is repeated with a different light source
being turned off after each repetition of the cycle. This process will be repeated until the desired level
of light intensity is achieved.

– The number of bright light sources is 0.

Since in this situation no other light source can be turned off (no other light source is available)
no special operation is performed and the algorithm continues to run. It should be noted, however,
that this usually occurs during the day or at a complete blackout, because during the day the light
intensity is usually greater than the maximum defined light intensity (That is, without any bright light
source, the I > Imax state occurs), and at a complete blackout, the maximum light intensity is defined as
approximately 0 (That is, without any bright light source, the I > Imax situation still occurs).

2.2.4 Control Numerical Model

The numerical model of the intelligent system is designed to monitor and control the brightness
index and adjust the power consumption based on the proposed algorithms (Fig. 4). In the present
study, the building in order to increase controllability is divided into several areas. In this way,
monitoring and control of the desired factor and power consumption can be done independently from
other areas. Numerical model consists of three parts: input, monitoring, and control:

• Input: In the data input part, the desired value of light intensity is entered as minimum (Imin)
and maximum (Imax).

• Monitoring: In the monitoring section, the amount of current light intensity and the activation
status of the lighting adjustment system are displayed numerically and graphically.

• Control: In the status control section, the lighting adjustment system (manual or automatic)
is determined for the number of available light sources. Automatic mode means control by
intelligent system, and manual mode means control of turning on and off light sources manually.

3 Results and Discussion

By delving deeper into the topic of building intelligence, one can gain a better understanding of
how to maximize the building’s potential to save energy, as well as the challenges and factors that
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stand in the way of doing so, as well as the solutions available. In an intelligent building, in addition to
monitoring changes in parameters related to energy consumption and recording data in a centralized
system, optimal control of various elements is accomplished by determining the brightness parameter.
This allows for the most efficient use of the building’s resources. If this procedure is carried out in
a methodical manner, it will have a positive impact on the degree to which energy consumption is
optimized. Before the monitoring and data collection operation, the building is subdivided into four
distinct areas according to the plan that was ultimately put into action. This is done taking into account
the total number of available light sources in each individual area. After that, the parameter for the
amount of traffic in each of these areas is continuously monitored. The amount of travel as well as the
rate of travel is recorded so that the importance of each area can be determined (Fig. 5a); additionally,
the measured light intensity over the course of a day is shown in Fig. 5b.

Figure 5: The amount and rate of (a) measured traffic and (b) light intensity for 24 h in 4 areas

Fig. 6 depicts the measured illumination intensity that was obtained following the implementation
of the intelligent system. As can be seen, there is a marginal variation in the measured light intensity
between the time before (Fig. 5b) and after (Fig. 6) the implementation of the intelligent system, but
the required light intensity is still provided at a level that is deemed to be acceptable. It should also be
noted that the amount of traffic and the importance of each point in the intensity of the light provided
after the implementation of the control system has been observed. This observation has taken place
after the system has been put into place. Therefore, it is important to keep in mind that the point
under consideration does not require lighting only during the hours in which there is no traffic. Since
the presence of even a single user (resident) in the area will necessitate the desired lighting intensity
at that point, it is therefore not possible to program the system in such a way that the amount of low
traffic is entered directly into the light intensity created by a coefficient. As a result, the controlled
light intensity in each area is only set to 0 during times when there is no traffic, as depicted in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Light intensity amount during a day in 4 areas, after the implementation of the intelligent
system
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The amount of current drawn is used to evaluate power consumption in all four of these different
areas. According to Figs. 7a and 7b, from the wee hours of the morning (1:00) until the late afternoon
(16:00), there is not a significant difference in the amount of electricity consumed, either before or after
the implementation of the system. This is most likely because there is no requirement for a high level
of brightness during these hours of the day. It is important to note, however, that the test building was
inspected while the weather conditions were typical for the overnight hours. These conditions indicate
that there will be no clouds in the sky. Therefore, if there are factors such as clouds and rain that reduce
natural light, the difference in the amount of energy that must be consumed to create light during these
hours will certainly be greater than the current situation. But there is one thing that can be discussed in
general, and that is during the nighttime. Between the hours of 16:00 and 24:00, there is a substantial
difference in the amount of electricity that is consumed, as shown in Fig. 7a. The comparison of this
can be seen very clearly in Fig. 7c. The total amount of electricity consumed both before and after the
intelligent system was put into place is depicted here using a diagram. This demonstrates the direct
effect that the intelligent system that was proposed has in reducing the consumption of electrical
energy.

Figure 7: Total current consumption of 4 areas (a) before the implementation of smart system in 4 area,
(b) after the implementation of smart system in 4 area, and (c) before and after the implementation of
smart system

In point of fact, the intelligent system that was implemented has been working in such a way
that the amount of energy consumption (electric current) is determined according to the actual needs
that are being monitored. The real requirement is the required intensity (percentage) of the required
brightness, which can be calculated using the data that was gathered before the system was put into
operation.

This brightness is determined prior to the implementation of the intelligent control system
(optimization), regardless of consumption, and only from the user’s perspective, whereas consumption
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is adjusted only after the implementation of the intelligent control system based on the required light
intensity. For example, if the user’s lighting requirement is 79% at 9 p.m., this light intensity is created
with 4 light sources, and the amount of power consumed in this situation is 5 units of power. While
the same light intensity (79%) can be achieved with only two light sources, the power consumption
is only 2.5 units. This is accomplished through the use of a monitoring and control system. In fact,
this system only increases the number of active (bright) light sources until the required brightness is
achieved; while the user is unaware of the small amount of light intensity, he increases the amount
of consumption by increasing the number of active light sources (turning on the light source). As a
result, it is clear that the system has had a direct impact on lowering energy consumption. Now, if
this system is implemented at several points throughout the area (building), it is done based on the
amount of traffic and the importance of areas, with some areas receiving less traffic due to their low
importance. They will have very few; however, prior to the system’s implementation, it is possible that,
due to the user’s forgetfulness, the less important areas will continue to use energy unnecessarily due
to the activation of light sources in them.

4 Conclusion

This investigation presented an intelligent energy efficiency optimization system as well as a
method to adjust the lighting index as part of the overall findings. As a result of this investigation,
both of these were presented to the audience. The investigation was conducted with the intention of
looking into things, which it did. The varying degrees to which the various parts and pieces of the
structure contributed to the building as a whole formed the conceptual foundation of the system. This
provided a strong foundation for the system to work on. The numerical model and hardware both
describe how to design and operate this system in two stages, monitoring and control. These stages
are discussed further below. The sections that follow will go over these stages in greater depth. These
stages are divided into as many granular details as possible. When considering the system’s operation
mechanism, the amount of energy consumed reduced by adjusting the number of unnecessary light
sources to provide the required lighting for each area is shown. As a result, the amount of energy
consumed decreases. As a result, the total amount of energy consumed decreases. As a result, the total
amount of energy consumed has been reduced. As a result, the overall amount of money spent on
energy has been significantly reduced, resulting in a net savings. The system implemented reduces the
required amount of power consumption for lighting by an average of 1.75 times, despite maintaining
the desired percentage of lighting inside the building at the same level (79 percent). This is done while
maintaining the same level of lighting. This is accomplished with no changes to the current lighting
level. At no point during the process is the amount of natural light entering the building reduced. Based
on the findings, it is anticipated that it will be possible to use it to measure other comfort indicators
(such as temperature and suspended particles), which will then be implemented in other residential and
non-residential areas. This will be done because other types of comfort indicators can be measured with
it. This is because it will be possible to use it to measure other indicators of comfort. This is due to the
fact that the system’s operation is dependent on the recognition of actual user requirements, as well
as the significance of a variety of different points. This is the main reason for the current situation
(determined by the volume of traffic).
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